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ABSTRACT

Rules are given for determining the 0 values and symmetry properties of the
molecular states obtainable from the union of two atoms with specified J values, as-
suming case c coupling in the molecule, These are used to determine the correlation
of molecular A and 5 values with atomic Jvalues, for cases where there is strong L, S
coupling in one or both atoms. The correlation rules are applied to I+I, Hg+H, and
Cs+Cs. Difhculties which exist when a similar correlation is attempted in cases
where the L, S coupling is weak (e.g. Mg+H, or Na+Na) are discussed. Electron
configurations and dissociation products are discussed in some detail in the case of the
halogen molecules, and an interpretation is given, in terms of electron configurations,
of the analogies and differences between the spectra of the members of homologous
series of molecules such as F2, C1~, Br2, I2, or Li2, Na2, K~, . . . . .

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

w IGNER and Witmer' have given rules for completely determining, in
terms of A and 5 values and symmetry properties, the possible molec-

ular states which result from the union of two atoms with speci6ed I. and
5 values 1.&5&I252 and specified symmetry character (even or odd). Most of
the results given by these rules can be obtained very simply' by assuming
negligible I., S couplings in the atoms and determining the possible values
of the projections MI, , and iVI„ofLi and 1-2 on the internuclear axis, and
from these the possible A values (A= ~3II&,+Mr„~). The resulting 5 values
are Sq+Sq, Sq+Sq —I, , ~Sq

—Sm ~, once for each Mr, „Mq,combination.
In the case of two atoms of the same element", in unlike states, 'each molec-
ular state of given MJ.„M&„and5 occurs twice, there being always one
even (g) and one odd (u) state For lik. d'atoms in thesamest t a/cthe number
of molecular states is, however, not doubled. Here a consideration of the way

* Fellow of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
' E. Wigner and E.E. Witmer, Zeits. f. Physik, 51, 883 (1928).
' The method here indicated was first used by F. Hund. Wigner and Witmer later, by a

more rigorous method, cleared up some doubtful points, and determined the symmetry proper-
ties of the molecular terms.

The electron states of a molecule composed of two different isotopes of one element are
not quite strictly, but are for all practical purposes, g a~d N. In respect to the rules given in
this paper, different isotopes of an element may be regarded as identical.

' "The same state" here means the same set of e's and l's and the same L and S, but not
necessarily the same J's or M's. "Unlike states" means here states differing in some way other
than in the J's or les.
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in which (in zeroth approximation) the atomic combine to give the molec-
ular wave-functions is required to determine which molecular states are g
and which are N. When A =0, it is necessary to distinguish Z+ and Z states.
When A=O results from ML, , = —ML,

„

there is always one 2+ and one 2-
state, derived from a splitting up of the degenerate pair +3fl,,—Ml„and
—M L,,+ML„. %hen A, =0 results from Ml, , = ML, , =0, however, a considera-
tion of the forms of the atomic and molecular wave-functions is required to
determine whether the resulting state is Z+ or Z . The complete set of rules
for all cases is given in convenient form in a recent paper by Hund. 4 These
rules are applicable to case a or b molecular states and hold regardless of
whether or not the initial assumption of negligible L, S couplings in the atoms
is true.

In cases where the actual L, S couplings are strong, so that atomic states
with different J values differ considerably in energy, it is of interest to deter-
mine the molecular states capable of being formed from two atoms with spe-
ci6ed L, S, and J values. For case a or b molecular states we should like to
know to what J values (Ji, J,) each state of specified A. and S (and Q in case
a) corresponds. The solution of this problem unfortunately cannot be given
completely in terms of simple rules like those for the less detailed problem of
the correlation of A. and S with LiS&LIS2. It can, however, be divided into
two steps, for the first of which simple rules can be given. These steps are
(1) determination of the possible Q values, assuming case c coupling, for each
pair of atomic J' values (JiJm), and (2) correlation of each such state of given
0 with one of the case a or b states whose A and S values are known from the
Hund-signer-Witmer rules.

The results of the first step are of course directly applicable to case c
molecular states, where A and S lack meaning, for example to certain excited
states of the halogen molecules. ' It should also be noted that molecular
states which for r near r, have case a or b coupling tend normally to pass
through case c when r is increased toward dissociation. Similarly, molecular
states which have case c coupling for r r, and &r, tend to go over to case c
or b coupling when r is decreased.

RULES FOR CORRELATION OF Q VALUES AND ATOMIC J VALUES

The problem of determining the 0 values of the molecular states derived
from atoms with given J values is similar to that of the determination of A.

values when atomic L values are given. Most of the results can be obtained
very simply, by considering the 0 values resulting from the possible projec-
tions 3IIi and M~ of Ji and Js on the internuclear axis. For atoms of digersnt
elements, the Q values are determined, if Q&0, by Q= ~Mi+M~ ~. When Q=O,

' F. Hund, Zeits. f. Physik, 63, 723, 1930.
' R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Rev. , 36, 699 (1930). This article unfortunately contains a num-

ber of minor errors, mainly typographical (e.g. use of small m for large II).
6 Cf. Ref. 5, p. 702 and ref. 10, for definition and discussion of 0+ and 0 states, and nomen-

clature and selection rules for case c.
This is exactlyanalogousto the fact that when A. =O results from ML,,= —ML (cf. text,

above), there isalwaysone 2+and one Z state.
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we have to distinguish 0+ and 0- states. ' When 0=0 results from M~ = —M2,
there is always one 0+ and one 0—state, derived from the degenerate pair
+M~ —M2 and —M~+M2. When Q=O results f.-om M~= M2=0, a consider-
ation of the atomic and molecular wave-functions is required to determine
whether the resulting state is 0+ or 0—. In the case of two atoms of the same
element' but in unlike states, each molecular state given by the above results
is replaced by one even (g) and one odd (u) state. ' By "unlike states" are
here meant atomic states which differ in respect to at least one quantum
number, even if only in respect to Jor M'. (We are using the terms "like" and
"unlike" states here in a diferent sense than in Ref. 3 and in a previous
paragraph. ) For like atoms in the same state (i.e. identical in all quantum
numbers including 3II), the number of derived molecular states is the same
as in the case of two unlike atoms. The symmetry (g or u) of such states
can be determined by means of rules given by Wigner and Witmer. ' The
complete set of rules for the determination of the possible 0 values derivable
from two atoms having specihed J values can be conveniently expressed
as follows 9'
A. Unlike Atoms

Let J~& J~. The possible 0 values are as follows:

Jg+ Jg, Jg+ Jg —1, , —,
' or 0+

Jj+J2 —1 . . —' or 0

J& —J2, -', or 0+ or 0-

If J~+J2 is half-integral, the smallest 0 value is ~. If Jj and J2 are both
half-integral, the lowest 0 value is 0, and there are equally many 0+'s and
0-'s. If J~ and J2 are both integral, there is an odd number of 0's and the
odd one (which appears in the last line in the table of 0 values just given) is
0+ or 0 according as the sum J&+Js+Zl&+El& (where l~ and li refer to the
t values of the individual electrons in atoms 1 and 2), is even or odd.

B. Like atoms in states digering in J or in some other guantum number,
other Ehan M. The results are the same as under A, except that there is one
odd (u) state and one even (g) state in place of each state given under A.

C. Like Atoms in States Alike in all Quantum numbers with the possible

8 Cf. Wigner and Witmer, l. c. p. 878—9, B and C.
9 Cf. Wigner and Kitmer, L c. p. 879, C. Wigner and Witmer's "positive" and "negative"

eigenfunktions are (in the case discussed in p. 879, C) respectively "even" and "odd" in the
mode of description used here.

"The relations given by these rules all follow directly from what has already been said
together with what is said in Refs. 8—9, with the exception of (a) the rule under A for determin-
ing the symmetry character of the odd 0 in the case where Jz and J2 are both integral, and (b)
the rule under C according to which for 0 states derived from like atoms in the same state, only
0+g and 0 „,but not 0+„or0 ~, are possible. These last rules follow indirectly from the
results (l. p. , p p. 877—883) of Wigner and Witmer. or directly from a consideration of atomic and
molecular wave functions.
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exception of M. The results are the same as with Ji+ J~ integral under A,
except that approximately half the states are even, half odd according to
the following schemes (here we write J in place of Ji and J&):

(1) J integral (numbers of electrons even in each atom)

(2J)u, (2J —1)u, (2J —2)u . (0+)u

(2J —1)„,(2J —2)„, , (0 )„
(2J —2). (0') u

(2) J half-integral (number of electrons odd in each atom)

(2J)„,(2J —1)„, , (0 )„
(2J —1) (0+)

(o+).

CORRELATION OF MOLECULAR A. AND S VALUES WITH ATOMIC J
VALUES. DISCUSSION OF I+I AS AN EXAMPI E

Let us now consider, as an example for the correlation of molecular quan-
tum numbers with atomic Jvalues, the union of two identical" halogen atoms,
e.g. two I atoms, each in its 'P normal state (I.i=L,2=1, 5i ——$2 ——-'„
Ji=q or 1', J&=si or isi). First we must determine the Q values. If
both atoms have J= 1s, we have the following possibilities: (a) Mi = + 1&,
Ms=+ Is, Q=3„,0~+, 0„;(5) Mi= +1s or +q, Mi ——+s or +1', Q=2„,2„1„1„;(c) Mi=+$, Ml ——+q, Q=1„,0~+, 0„.If one atom has J=1si,
the other J=s, we get: (o) from Ji=1q, Mi= + Is, Ja=s, Ml= +si, and
Js=1$, Ms=+1~, Ji=s, Mi=+s, Q=2~, 2„,1~, 1„;(b) from Ji=1si,
Mi=+$, Js=s, Ms=+s, and Ji=s, Mi=+-', , J'~=1s, M2 ——+$, Q=1„1„,
0+, 0+, 0, , 0„.If both have J=$, we have Mi=+q, M2=+q, Q=1„,
0~+, 0„.(The M's have been written out in detail here in order to help make
clear, through an example, the relations of the 0 values and symmetry pro-
perties to the M values. ) Summarizing, (1', 1') gives one each of 3„,2„2„,
and 1„two each of 1„,0~+, and 0„-;(1si, s) gi~es one each of 2„2„,0~+, 0„+,
0, , and 0„,two each of 1, and 1„;(si, $) gives one each of 1„,0~+, 0„.

For suKciently small r values, we expect case e or b coupling. The corre-
lation between large and small r values can be made (tentatively: cf. last
section, on Qualifications and Difficulties) by means of the rules: the lowest
0~+ state for large r (case c) goes over into the lowest 0~+ state for small r
(case s or b), the next lowest 0~+ state into the next lowest, and so on, with
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corresponding rules for each other type of state (2„,1„,0, 0„+,1„2„0,).
The energy of each individual state as a function of r, for stationary nuclei,
may be called a U(r) curve. The rules just given say that no two U(r) curves
which belong to the same 0 value and symmetry type can cross; it also
implies that any two U(r) curves di6ering in these respects may cross. "

In order to apply the rule just given it is necessary to consider what such
case c designations as 0~+, 1, and so on, correspond to in cases a and b. We
can best do this by going in the reverse direction. In case a states ('Z+,

exists as in case c. Hence 'Z+ gives 0+, 'Z gives 0, 'H gives 1, 'Dgives 2 of
case c, and so on. 30, and all other states with Q=O split in case c into 0+
and 0 .' All other states go according to their 0 values. Thesymmetry
property indicated by g or n is also maintained. Case b states with A) 0 can
be correlated with case c states by first assuming the corresponding case g
states. Case b states with A=O go over as follows: 'Z+ or 'Z gives q of case
c; 'Z+ gives 0 and 1, 'Z gives 0+ and 1 (cf. Fig. 1);4Z+ or 4Z gives q' and 1&',.
'Z+ gives 0+, 1, and 2, 'Z gives 0, 1, and 2 (cf. Fig. 1); and so on.

3, f
Case c

0

K

2, 0

Fig. 1. Correlation of rotational levels of a typical case b 'Z+ state with those of the
corresponding 0 and 1 states of case c. The positive (signer-Witmer nomenclature) or even
(Kronig nomenclature) rotational levels are marked +, the negative or odd, .—.If the case &

0 levels lay above instead of below the 1 levels, the correlations would be different, but the 0
state would still be 0, since the fact that the one level with J=0 in case b is a negative (—)
level always brings it about that we have a 0 state in case c. To obtain the relations for a
case b 'Z state, which gives a 0+ and a 1 state in case c, it is only necessary to reverse all the
signs in Fig. 1. The relations for Z and other Z states follow in a similar manner.

From the rules of Wigner and Witmer for A and S values, we know that
the following case u and b states can be formed, using all the combinations
(J~, Jm) =(1s', 1q), (1q, $), (js, q), from two normal halogen atoms: 'Z,+,

"For a general discussion of correlation problems in molecule formation, cf. W. Kei«1,
Zeits. f. Physik, 59, 320 (1930).
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the order of these states, say for some single definite fairly small value of r,
is as just given, i.e. with 'Z~+ lowest, 'II„next, and so on. Then according
to the correlation rules given above, the lowest 'Z+ (small r) becomes 0+
(large r) and gives 2P» +'P» on dissociation. For brevity we shall write
this 'Z+, 0,+(1~~, 1~~). In a similar manner, we have 'II2„,2„(is,iq); ~11~„,

1u(iy, 1y); 'IIO~, Oa (Iy Is) and 0„+(ls,y); 'll„, Ia(1-', , 12); 'Zg, lg(ip, 1y)
and 0~+(1~~, 1y); 'h~, 2,(iy, 12); 'Z~+, 0~+(Iy, y); 'Iiq„2,(is, y); alii&, 1,(1$, 2);
'II~„O,(I-'„q)and 0+(q, z); '11„1,(1&, z); 'Z„+,0„(1-'„1-',) and 1„(1-',, —',);
'hg„, 3„(ig,ig); 'LL2„, 2„(ig,-', ); 'hg„, 1„(ig,—',); 'Z+, 0„(1-,', —,') and 1„(p,p);
"&= o. (k, 4).

A consideration of this example shows that if we assumed a su%ciently
different order of molecular levels, the correlation with atomic J values
would be more or less altered. For example, if we assumed the order of the
molecular levels for small r to be 'Z+, 'II„,'II„,'Z~+, 'II„'Z,—,'h„etc., then
we should have 'Z~+, 'II„,and 'II„with correlations just as before but then:
'Z~+, 0~+(iq, It, instead of 1-', , ~~ as before); '112„2,(1~~, Iq instead of I-'„-',);
'11~„1,(I-', , 1-', instead of 1-'„-',); 'IIO„O,(1-'„-', as before) and 0+(iq, q
instead of —', , —',); 'Z, , 1,(1-', ,

—', instead of 1-', , 1-', ) and 0~+(~~, ~s instead of 1~,
1—',); '6„2,(12, q instead of 1—'„12).A correct determination of the correlation
of molecular A and S values with atomic J values therefore evidently depends
in an essential manner on a knowledge of the energy order of the molecular
levels. This order, however, cannot in general be predicted in advance.
Nevertheless it can often be approximately predicted, or in simple cases
exactly. Usually we know theoretically that many if not most of the mole-
cular levels given by signer and Kitmer's A and S rules have very high
energies for small r values, and have very large r, values and very small dis-
sociation energies. Predictions of the kind just indicated, combined with an
empirical knowledge of part of the levels in question, are often sufFicient for
practical purposes. Furthermore, there are always one or two "unique levels"
for which the J correlation can be given without any knowledge of the energy
order of the molecular levels. Unique levels are levels whose 0 and symmetry
type occur only once in the list of states derivable from two atoms with given
J and S values. In our example, the unique levels are 3„ofcase c, which
necessarily becomes '63„ofcase u, 0+ which necessarily becomes part of
'IIO„,and 0, which necessarily becomes part of 'IID, .

Fig. 2 illustrates how the foregoing considerations can be applied to the
I2 molecule. (Analogous relations doubtless hold for Brq, probably also for
Clg). The normal state of I& is in all probability a 'Z+ state-' derived from
two iodine atoms each in the 'E normal state. According to the rules given
above it must be derived from two 'E~& atoms. The r, value of the normaI
state of I~ (let us call it rx) is probably small enough so that we have approxi-
mately case e —b coupling. As has been shown in a previous paper, ' the upper.
state of the visible I& absorption bands is in all probability a 0 state. The
r. value of this state is much larger than r~ and the coupling conditions, for
r r„probably approximate those of case c. If, however, we follow the U(r)
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curve of this state to smaller r values, we may probably expect near1y case
u coupling when r~r~ or less. Now this 0„+state is a "unique state" and we
know that it must belong to a 'IIO state in case a. But in case a we expect
to find 'IIo accompanied by 'II& and 'III. In Fig. 2 we have assumed that these
three levels form an inverted 'II whose width is of the same order of magnitude
as that of the inverted 'P normal state of the atom. According to the rules

given in preceding paragraphs, as well as empirically, the O„component of
'lI(;„is derived from 'P&~+'P~, while the 'II2 and 'II& levels and the O„com-
ponent of theiii, areaccording to our rules derived from two 'Pii atoms. (A
different correlation would be expected only if the states 'Z„+and '6 lie

2p + 2p

ig' '~g

2
Pie, + 'Pii*

2.0
z' (A.U. )

3.0

Fig. 2. U(r) curves for 'Z+~ and 0+„statesof I2 drawn to scale according to Morse' s
function (P.M. Morse, Phys. Rev. 34, 57, 1929). U(r) curves for the 0,1,and 2„components
of 'D„aresketched in a plausible way (cf. text). The numerous other U(r) curves derivable
from the normal ('P) atomic levels probably all correspond to unstable molecular states, and.
are omitted here. The family of U(r) curves derived from normal atoms is probably crossed
by one or more curves of large r.but large D derived from F++F (cf. text).

below'II„for r =r&, an arrangement which is seen to be very improbable when
one considers possible electron configurations for the states last mentioned. )
The assumption that the 'II state is an inverted ~II with large multiplet
spacing is made probable by a consideration of electron conhgurations (see
below). In Fig. 2, U(r) curves are sketched for the normal state and the 'II„
state of I2, based on the facts and assumptions just discussed and on our
experimental knowledge of the normal state and the 0„+state. A study of
possible electron con6gurations indicates that the numerous other molecular
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states derivable from two normal halogen atoms (see above) probably all
have larger r, values and smaller D values than the 0+ state. (To make Fig.
2 complete, the U(r) curves of these states should be added. ) To be sure,
other states of Im are known in addition to 'Z~+ and 0+, including one
(state 9 of Pringsheim and Rosen) which for r=r, probably lies between
'Zg+ and 0+. Although the data on this state are uncertain", they indicate
that it has a small or rather small ~„hencea large or rather large r„but that
it has at the same time a large D. These characteristics make it likely that
it is derived from two ions (I++I ).

Before going farther with the theoretical discussion of the correlation of
atomic and molecular states, we shall digress in order to consider some other
interesting points about the halogen molecules which are brought out or
suggested by Fig. 2. If Fig. 2 is correct, one would probably expect to find

a strong continuous spectrum resulting from the transition 'II~„~'Z,+, and
probably also weaker continua corresponding to 'II(0„—)~'Z+, and 'lim„~
'Z~+. If the arrangement of the U(r) curves for the 'II levels is correctly
shown in Fig. 2, the continua just mentioned should in part overlie the dis-
crete bands of the transition 0+~'Z~+. So far as I know there is, however,
no evidence of a strong continuum in this region.

ELECTRON CONFIGURATIONS AND U(r) CURVES IN

HALOGEN AND OTHER MOLECULES

By a consideration of electron configurations in connection with the above
discussion, a qualitative explanation of the differences between the 0„~
'Z," bands of the four halogens can be given. These differences can be ex-
pressed as follows: for the upper level, D increases in the series F2 to I&,

for the lower level it decreases. The essential thing here is perhaps that the
contrast between the two states decreases as the quantum numbers of the
outer electrons increase. " In terms of electron configurations this can be
understood as follows. The normal, 'Zg+, state of F2 has an electron configura-
tion (composed of closed shells) which for definiteness we shall write
Iso'2po'2s0'3Po'2ps43du'3ds. 4. (That the four least firmly bound electrons
are x electrons is practically certain, although that they are 3dx is less cer-
tain. ) The last ten electrons in F&(2ps'3d~'3Ch') are very probably derived
from the ten 2P electrons of the two normal F atoms. Of these ten, the 2pg

"State B is observed in absorption, but only at high temperatures (P. Pringsheim and B.
Rosen, Zeits. f. Physik, 50, 1, 1928},as the initial (lower) state of a band system not otherwise
known. The upper state of these bands (state D) may be identical (Pringsheim and Rosen,
l.c.) with the upper state of the ultraviolet absorption bands of I2, whose lower state is the
normal 'Z~+ state (state A). If this last is true, state D must be an odd state (u) and state B,
like state A, an even (g) state, since g states combine spectroscopically only with u states.
Pringsheim and Rosen's data indicate that state D, like B, has a large r, and large D, and it
seems likely that it also is derived from I++I ."One should really compare the energies of the 'Z~+ and 'D„states at the same value of r„
instead of at their respective r, values. One might well, for instance, take r=rN and project
upward from U(r,}of the 'Z,+ state to the U(r) curves of the 'll states. When this is done
the contrast between F& and I& becomes very marked, as can be seen by comparing Fig 2. with
a corresponding set of curves for Fg.
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are unpromoted and the Bdx are promoted, 2pm electrons of the atom, while
3da' represents two promoted 2pr atomic electrons. A further stage of pro-
motion is also to be expected for the latter, in which they become probably
4fo molecular electrons; these might be looked for in excited states of the
molecule. The 'II„state to which our case c 0„+state belongs has very pro-
bably a configuration obtained by displacing one of the most loosely-bound
electrons (3dir) to the first available 0 orbit, very likely 4fo , the"promoted
orbit 3dx is thus replaced by a more strongly promoted orbit, and D is de-
creased. Analogous configurations presumably exist in the other halogen mole-
cules; it would be difFicult to explain in any other way their great chemical
and spectroscopic analogy. For C12 we may reasonably assume 3so'
4pa'3pm44da'4dir4 for the normal state and 4d7r'Sfo for the ~II„state,and
for Brl and I& configurations in which the quantum numbers of the outer
electrons are increased by one and by two units respectively. In each case
the px electrons are unpromoted atomic P electrons from the outermost
shell, the do, der, and fo electrons are promoted electrons from the same source.
Now with increase in the principal quantum number of promoted and un-

promoted electrons alike, the energy differences between promoted and
unpromoted electrons and between different stages of promotion, should
evidently decrease steadily. In particular, the energy difference between
ndx and (n+1)fo, and with it the difference in D values between ndir4'Z
and nds'(n+1)f&r 'II, should decrease steadilyas n in creases from 3 in F2 to
6 in I2." This seems to explain satisfactorily the characteristics of the halogen
levels discussed at the beginning of this paragraph.

Similar analogies and differences are known in other series of homologous
molecules, e.g. O~, S2, Se2, Te2, Li2, Na2, K2, Rb2, Csl, CN, SiN, ~ BO,
A10 ~ . In all such cases, explanations analogous to that just given for
the halogens are probably applicable.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Fig. 3 shows the probable correlation of molecular states of HgH with J
values of the Hg atom for the case of Hg( . 6s6p, 'P)+H(1s, 'S), using
the rules above discussed. Similar correlations probably hold (but cf. Ref. 16)
for CdH and ZnH.

As a further example we may consider the case of two alkali metal atoms
with strong I-, S coupling, say two Cs atoms, one in its normal ('S) state, the
other in its lowest 'P state. For case a —b we get the following states: 'II„,

from 'P&+'5 and 2„2„,1„1„,1„1„,Qg+, 0~+, 0, , 0„from 'PI&+'5. The
unique states are 2, and 2„,which go over into 'II&, and 'III . Experimentally,
'Z„(lower) and 'II (higher) are known in the case of some of the alkali metal
molecules. Assuming, as is probable from a consideration of possible electron
configurations, that 'IIo„and 'IIi„come below 'Z„,we find (e.g. by drawing
a diagram like Fig. 3) that 'Z„and 'II„must both be derived from 'P»+'S
('IIo„and 'IIi„are then derived from 'Pi+'S).
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curves may occur or tend to occur at r values where there is case a —b

coupling. Here more crossings are possible than in case c, since in case c—b

U(r) curves with the same 0 and symmetry properties may cross if they
differ in A or 5. Hence the correlation between atomic Jvalues and molecular
states (for r=r, ) may in many cases be somewhat different than it would
be according to our previous rules. Actually, however, the number of U(r)
curves, other than those of "unique states, " which tend to cross as r is de-
creased, hence the number of cases of doubtful correlation, is often small.

In the extreme case of very narrow atomic multiplets (very weak I., 5
couplings), case a or b molecular coupling exists practically all the way to dis-
sociation, so that our correlation rules fail completely, except for the unique
states. Fortunately, however, the correlation with atomic J values lacks
importance, if not meaning, in such cases. In intermediate cases, where the
atomic multiplets are of small to moderate width, '4 the correlation problem is
a complicated one. Considerable departures from our rules may often be
expected, but our knowledge of the forces acting between atoms at large
distances appears to be as yet insufFicient to permit the setting up of better
rules, except probably in the special case of the union of two ions, or of an
atom and an ion, where the Stark effect probably determines to a 6rst ap-
proximation the splitting up of the terms at large r values. "

The application of the preceding considerations to the examples discussed
above indicates that with decreasing atomic weight of the atoms concerned,
the correlations given above (except for "unique states") become less certain.
Thus in F+F, the correlations may, for this reason and also perhaps because
of a different order of some of the molecular levels, be in part different than in

I+I, in Mg+H different than in Hg+H, and in Li+Li or Na+Na different
than in Cs+Cs."

"If the L, S couplings are weak in one atom, but strong in the other, we can determine the
Jcorrelation in the usual manner for the latter, but not for the former atom, In the special case
that the latter atom is in an 5 state this does not matter (cf. e.g. Hg+H in Fig. 3).

"The Stark efFect should quickly establish quantum numbers M& and M2 (case c), or
ML, , and MI (case a or b). The van der Waals forces (cf. R. Eisenschitz and F. London,
Zeits. f. Physik, 60, 491, 1930,and subsequent paper by F.London) may cause some splitting
up„but have little if any tendency to give axis-quantization {M&, M2, etc.)

"Recent data of E. Svensson (Zeit. f. Physik 59, 349, 1930) suggest that even in CdH
the correlations are difFerent than in Hg H, in that the upper 'Z state (cf. Fig. 3) may go to 'Po
+'S and the &g state to 'P~ —'S.


